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DASSAULT SYSTEMES 
OFFERING SPECIFIC TERMS (OST) FOR 

3DEXPERIENCE R2024x Dedicated Cloud 

ONLINE SERVICES 
ADDITIONAL TERMS #2 

 
 
Due to new available Online Services, these additional terms #2, which supplement the Offering Specific Terms for 3DEXPERIENCE R2024x 
Dedicated Cloud Online Services and the additional terms #1, are an integral part of such Offering Specific Terms. Except as expressly 
supplemented by these additional terms #2, all terms and conditions of the Offering Specific Terms for 3DEXPERIENCE R2024x Dedicated 
Cloud Online Services and the additional terms #1 shall remain in full force and effect. 
 
The Offering Specific Terms for 3DEXPERIENCE R2024x Dedicated Cloud Online Services, the additional terms #1 together with these 
additional terms #2 (OST) and the terms incorporated herein by reference (including terms referenced on a website) are an integral part of the 
license and online services agreement between 3DS and Customer (“Agreement”), which refers to this OST. In the event of a discrepancy, 
inconsistency or contradiction between this OST and the other terms of the Agreement, the provisions of this OST shall prevail, but only with 
respect to the Online Services to which this OST applies. Customer acknowledges that it has full knowledge of all the terms of this OST and 
those incorporated herein by reference. 
 
 

 LICENSING SCHEMES AND GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE 

 
2.2 SPECIFIC PROVISIONS FOR CERTAIN 3DS OFFERINGS 
 
CATIA - 3DEXPERIENCE Design/Engineering business category 

Systems Simulation 
 
The following provisions supersede those of the corresponding section of the Offering Specific Terms for 3DEXPERIENCE R2024x Dedicated 
Cloud Online Services: 
 
For each Systems Simulation Analyst (6NB-SIC-DC) Online Service, Users (and Extended Enterprise Users, as applicable) are granted the 
right to execute up to five hundred (500) systems simulations, depending on server resources consumption, as defined in the Documentation. 
A systems simulation has to be understood as a single computation, which is based on the parameters that Users define in the model of the 
system. The computation involves compilation, simulation execution and simulation results.  
The number of systems simulations is specified on a yearly basis. For terms of one (1) year or less, all systems simulations are issued at the 
beginning of the term and unused systems simulations expire at the end of the term. For terms longer than one (1) year, systems simulations 
are issued per year and unused systems simulations expire at the end of the given year period; for any incomplete year period, the number of 
issued systems simulations is pro-rated and unused systems simulations expire at the end of the given incomplete year period. 
Moreover, to be able to execute more systems simulations, Customer must order Systems Unit Credit Pack (Small) (6TP-SYU-S-DC)  
Credit Based Online Services. Consumption rules are specified in the Documentation. 
 
ENOVIA - 3DEXPERIENCE Governance/Lifecycle business category 

Business process task credit 
 
The following provisions supersede those of the corresponding section of the Offering Specific Terms for 3DEXPERIENCE R2024x Dedicated 
Cloud Online Services and additional terms #1: 
 
For each Business Process Player (6NP-BPO-DC) or Business Process Contributor (6NP-BPB-DC) Online Service, Customer is delivered a 
given number of business process task credits, as defined in the Documentation. Consumption rules of business process task credits are 
specified in the Documentation. 
For one (1) Platform, business process task credits are shared among all the authorized Users (and/or Extended Enterprise Users, as 
applicable). Such task credits belonging to one (1) Platform cannot be transferred to another Platform. 
The number of business process task credits is specified on a yearly basis. For terms of one (1) year or less, all business process task credits 
are issued at the beginning of the term and unused business process task credits expire at the end of the term. For terms longer than one (1) 
year, business process task credits are issued per year and unused business process task credits expire at the end of the given year period; 
for any incomplete year period, the number of issued business process task credits is pro-rated and unused business process task credits 
expire at the end of the given incomplete year period.  
 
 


